Pol Roger Brut Réserve NV
93 POINTS

In the mainstream of inimitable Pol style, 80 per cent of the base wine from ’07, but with 150 components of equal quantities of chardonnay, pinot noir and pinot meunier. Several tastings elicited the word ‘delicious’, sweet fruit rather than green apple to the fore, and has spent three to four years on lees. JH

Pol Roger Vintage 2002
96 POINTS

The most anticipated Pol since the legendary 1996 has at last landed and, boy oh boy, it was worth the wait! All the magnificent tension of the remarkable 2002 vintage is on grade, capturing the inherent concentration and scintillating structure of the season. The confident lead of pinot noir brilliantly juxtaposes the refinement of the Pol house style,